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It gives me a  great pleasure in presenting to you the Annual Report of our Private Military School 

“CARDINAL WARRIORS – School with Josh & Hosh”. This was the first academic session and the year has 

been a very eventful one for us. We have made great efforts to transform ourselves completely and 

have been extremely successful in most of our endeavours. 

Like, we got affiliated with Central Board Of Secondary Education, NewDelhi till senior secondary level in 

our first year of establishment and have applied for SANIK SCHOOL SOCIETY affiliation and inspection for 

the same was conducted. 

 

 Apart from preparing the children to qualify for purely academic demands, special efforts are being 

made continuously to enable them to face the challenges of the competitive world. It’s a matter 

of  great importance  to  us that the cadets who pass out from our portals should carry forward the 

values they have inherited, excel in whatever they do  and be  role models in the society. 

 

The school was realized and established in the year 2021. The main ideology to establish Cardinal 

Warriors School originated for cadets who are career oriented so as to serve the ideal residential 

educational institution. We focus not only on classroom based studies but we also follow our CODE 

PRINCIPLE i.e. Josh With Hosh. 

Co-Curricular Activities: To promote the competitive spirit and to bring out the talent of the students, 

they are encouraged to participate in various co-curricular activities. Competitions like Calligraphy, 

Drawing and Painting, Essay writing, singing, Recitation, Elocution, Dance, Fancy dress, Spell Bee, Mono 

action and mimicry, Dramatics, diya painting etc. were conducted during the course of the year. 

Independence Day was celebrated with a patriotic spirit by hoisting the national flag. A talk on the 

significance of 15th August and the spirit it symbolizes was given by our director Major Pravin Singh. 

Sports and Games: Cardinal Warriors makes the cadets grow physically and mentally. Students will be 

able to become future leaders with the Cardinal Warriors leadership program. 

The most integral part of Cardinal Warriors school is to teach cadets different values and responsibilities 

towards  their country and develop a sense of leadership. This is practiced and learned by students by 

letting them participate in community service projects that are conducted throughout the year.  
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Cardinal Warriors school is the best boarding school in Raipur that offers its students to participate in a 

variety of programs and clubs that will help them broaden and improve their learning experience and 

interests. Some of them are - Horse Riding Club, Cyber Patriot, Shooting Club, Chess Club, archery and 

many more. 

Nurturing the facilitators:  

The school believes in getting many organizations for in house training purposes. Many of our teachers 

were sent for In-service training programmes and workshops to enhance their teaching skills. Authors of 

all major publishers of books have come to the school to train our teachers.   

Our Director Mr. Santosh Ojha & Major Pravin Singh are great motivator and speaker who time to time 

interact with teachers to keep motivating them. 

Academics: Our School teaches a child in a way that will help him / her achieve the dream goal of their 

life. In the 21st Century, it has become crucial for students to learn new skills everyday such as 

creativity, analytical, thinking abilities, communication skills, personality development and a complete 

overall physical and mental development. Our focus in this session was the same that  a child should be 

able to come up with a curiosity and questions in the classroom. This session the school functioned from 

classes Pre-primary to 8th. 

 

The overall academic toppers of our each class are :  

1. Cadet Yogya Meshram topped grade 1 with 99% 

2. Cadet ednit akhil topped grade 2 with 94% 

3. Cadet lawaniya thakur topped grade 3 with 91% 

4. Cadet gaurav kumar yadav topped grade 4 with 89 % 

5. Cadet meghana singh topped grade 5 with 95 % 

6. Cadet atharv singh topped grade 6 with 82 % 

7. Cadet uday sarkar  topped grade 7 with 80 % 

8. Cadet rajendra sarkar topped grade 8 with 82 % 
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All the good work of the school has been possible with the cooperation of our highly qualified and 

dedicated faculty. Our thanks to the management committee of our school for their able guidance and 

encouragement. If I had to put all the events at CWS in a Nutshell, we encourage a child to observe, to 

explore, to experiment, to probe, to analyze, to confront problems & find  the solutions, Finally to 

develop the skills essential to face the future. 

I would like to conclude by extending my sincere thanks to all the parents and each one of you our well 

wishers who have lent a supportive hand , in all our endeavours to produce a confident, educated and 

capable batch of cadetsthe very first year. Thus, shaping the future of your children who are the destiny 

of this country.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                        


